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1 Overview

1. Find symmetry elements in specimens: translations, reflections, rotations, glide reflections

2. Find compound symmetry features: kaleidoscope points, gyration points (of determined order, off kalei-
doscope points), miracle paths (glide reflections not explained by available translations and reflections)

3. Build orbifolds and their features: cone points, polygonal holes, Möbius bands, infinite expanses.

4. Only 17 symmetry types are possible for Wallpaper.

2 To Do

Symmetry and Orbifolds

1. Find symmetry elements on thumbs-up Friezes, square or triangular grids, or colorful Wallpaper
swatches. You can decorate the square or triangular grids to destroy certain symmetries, if you like.

• Reflections / mirror lines (mark in red)

• Rotations (mark fixed point aka gyration point in blue)

• Glide reflection (move and reflect; pair corresponding points with dotted red miracle path
line segment)

2. Now find compound symmetry features. Don’t double count! (See below.)

• Find kaleidoscope points, where n mirror lines meet. If a symmetry takes one kaleidoscope
point to another, mark only one. Put a red n nearby.

• Find rotational fixed points not on a kaleidoscope point. Mark n-fold rotational symmetry with
an n-armed S/triskelion in blue at the fixed point and put a blue n nearby.

• Find glide reflections not achievable by composing a translation and a reflection (or previous glide
reflection). Mark with red ×.

• On a (horizontal) Frieze, put an ∞ near the top of the page. Put another near the bottom of
the page, unless you have found a horizontal mirror line that wintesses that the two ∞’s are
equivalent. If the Frieze has a vertical mirror line, the ∞ is red; otherwise, blue.

• If there is nothing (else), mark the two independent translations of Wallpaper with a blue ◦.

3. Remove duplicates. Two mirror lines are equivalent if there is a symmetry of the pattern taking one
mirror line to the other. You will need two equivalent mirrors in some cases; technically, all the mirrors
should be labeled. But be sure to count kaleidoscope points exactly once per equivalence class. (It’s
ok to have two inequivalent kaleidoscope points of the same order.) Now is also a good time to make
sure you have designated just one representative of each rotation point and glide symmetry, too.
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4. An orbifold is a space that locally looks Euclidean except possibly where injured by holes and cusps.
Ours will be 2-dimensional arise by identifying points in the Wallpaper that are equivalent under
symmetries. Various paper folding, rolling, cutting, and twisting makes equivalent pattern points line
up and witnesses symmetrical elements. You can use the supplied patterns or sketch your own at a
better scale and aspect ratio.

• If there is a mirror line that does not intersect another mirror line or miracle path, fold paper
along a mirror line to witness the reflection. Mark with a red ∗.
• Make all the folds at a kaleidoscope point. Mark it with a red ∗. (This is easiest to do before the

paper is folded or rolled.) The kaleidoscope point corners should already be marked with a red n
if n mirrors meet there, but re-label if the original label is now hidden.

• Roll paper into a cone at a gyration point. (If the gyration point is internal, first make a single
straight cut from the edge of the paper to the gyration point.)

• Witness various kinds of symmetry by making a Möbius strip, cylinder, or torus. (A paper torus
must be pressed flat.)

Finally, make orbifords for symmetry patterns, incorporating all the present symmetry elements at once.
Make orbifolds for the following (or others). See Appendix C for some photos.

• ∗2222. Fan-fold the following, horizontally and vertically, noting that everything lines up. Or replace
the b with any decoration and propagate across mirror lines.

bdbdbdbd

pqpqpqpq

bdbdbdbd

pqpqpqpq

• ∗632. Start with triangular grid, find mirror lines, and get a triangle with angles π
6 ,

π
3 ,

π
2 . If you’re

ambitious, fold a big triangular grid over mirror lines into the orbifold triangle, though this one may
be better to do abstractly.

• 2222. Start with a triangular grid. 4-color vertices as below and wrap around a tetrahedron. (Instead
of labels 1,2,3,4, better labels are circles and dots of different colors.) It is useful to start with an ice
cream cone shape of 7 equilateral triangles, 6 of which constitute a hexagon. Make a cut as indicated
below on the right to the center of the hexagon. All folds are mountain folds. (The triangles and
tetrahedron need not be regular, in general, though all triangles must be similar.)

Labels for 2222:

2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

4 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 4

2 1 2 1 2 ----2 1 2

4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3

2 1 2 2 1 2

• 2∗22. Start with running bond, cut two quarters of a brick, and roll into a 2-cone point.

• ∗∗. Get a cylinder, whose edges are considered to be reflecting. The left figure below can be fan-folded
vertically and then rolled into a cylinder.

bdbdbdbd bdbdbdbd

bdbdbdbd dbdbdbdb

bdbdbdbd bdbdbdbd

bdbdbdbd dbdbdbdb
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• ∗×. Get a Möbius strip, whose edge is considered to be reflecting. The right figure above can be
fan-folded then rolled into a Möbius band.

You can make your own decorations, too. Take a convenient whole number of translational fundamental
domains and fold, roll, etc., into a fundamental domain for the entire symmetry group. For example, start
with two translational domains, which might virtually have

bdbd

pqpq

and fan-fold into 8-ply, virtually containing a single b. Punch holes with a paper punch and or cut holes,
then open up. Repeat for orbifolds with cone points, twists, etc. Pick the right size and aspect ratio; you
may need a humongous b.

2.1 Orbifold Signatures

The number and type of gyration points, kaleidoscope points, and miracle paths determine a signature, as
follows. Find the signature for some of your specimens. Recall from above:

• A kaleidoscope point where n mirrors intersect gives a red n.

• (The stuff outside) a polygon bounded by mirror lines and kaleidoscope points gives a red ∗.

• An n-fold gyration point gives a blue n.

• A miracle path gives a red ×.

• An infinite veritical cylinder formed from a frieze end gives a blue ∞.

• An infinite veritical strip bounded by mirror lines gives a red ∞.

• None of the above gives a blue ◦.

Now, sort all the blue symbols by decreasing size, follow by red ∗’s or ×’s (if present), and then red
numbers in decreasing size. The colors may be inferred from the digits. We will look at some examples and
explain why they generalize to other cases, but we will not be fully general.

2.2 Characterization

All smooth 2-manifolds without boundary (roughly, looks like ordinary 2-space locally) are gotten by starting
with a sphere, attaching some number of handles, attaching some number of cross-handles, or identifying
antipodal (opposite) points of the sphere to get a projective plane. Anyway, there is an understood collection.
There is similarly an understood way to build an orbifold, which, in addition, can have holes and cone points.
If we require that the orbifold also come from a Wallpaper or Frieze symmetry, there are only 17 types (from
Wallpaper) and 7 types (from Friezes, respectively).

Major omitted steps in the characterization are listed in Appendix E. It follows that the possible signature
types are: blue numbers like 442, ∗ followed by red numbers like ∗632, (blue numbers)-∗-(red numbers) like
2*22, (blue numbers)-∗ like 22∗, (blue numbers)-× like 22×, and ∗∗,∗×,××,◦. We will focus on characterizing
what combinations of numbers are possible, understanding ∗’s directly (omitting the argument that there
can be at most two ∗’s), and understanding × by comparison with ∗’s.

For a parallel, optional, view, we need the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, which says that, on a surface S with
cusps and boundaries (and handles and twists), if we sum the curvature (properly interpreted as angle
defects, with the proper sign), we get 2πχ(S), where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic of S.
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2.3 Only 17 Wallpaper and 7 Frieze

The ∞ symbols in the Frieze require additional interpretation, which we will omit. So some of the following
works only with Wallpaper.

For each symbol in an orbifold signature, there’s a cost:

Blue (rotation) Symbol Cost Red (reflection) Symbol Cost

◦ 2 ∗ or × 1

2 1
2 2 1

4

3 2
3 3 2

6

4 3
4 4 3

8

5 4
5 5 4

10

6 5
6 6 5

12

n n−1
n n n−1

2n

∞ 1 ∞ 1
2

1. Fix an orbifold for a Wallpaper or Frieze. Sum the costs and verify that you get 2.

The number 2 is the Euler characteristic of the sphere. None of these orbifolds is a sphere, it turns
out, so the Euler characteristic may vary. (The blue-numbers-only orbifolds are spheres with cusps and
have Euler characteristic 2, like a sphere.) The costs above reflect the difference in Euler characteristic
between the sphere and the orbifold in question, which, miraculously, can be broken down into costs
per individual feature.

2. Verify that there are exactly 17 ways to get total cost 2 that do not use ∞ (Wallpaper) and exactly 7
ways that do use ∞ (Frieze). For starters, why is there no 5-fold Wallpaper symmetry, or n-fold for
n > 6?

3. As above, make orbifolds for ∗632, 2∗22, ∗∗, ∗×, and 2222. We’ll now illustrate the “cost 2” formula
for these cases.

4. For the ∗632, sum the angle defects around the triangle. A corner that is 180
◦

n has angle defect

180
◦
(1− 1/n), so an edge point has zero defect. This can be called the discrete geodesic curvature at

a point on a (boundary) curve. What does each angle defect have to do with the cost? What is the
sum of the angle defects around a polygon? Gauss-Bonnet says that the sum of the curvatures (angle
defects) around a polygon S is 2πχ(S) = 2π = 360

◦ · 1. What are the possibilities for orbifolds that
consist of a star followed by numbers? This covers the case of orbifold ∗ followed by red numbers, i.e.,
when the orbifold is a polygon. Here is a proof by picture about the sum of angle defects (exterior
angles).
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5. For the 2222, look at one vertex of the tetrahedron formed from three nearby equilateral triangles.
Unfold the three triangles. What is the angle defect, as a fraction of 360

◦
? This can be called the

discrete curvature at a point on the surface. What does that have to do with the cost above? The
Gauss-Bonnet theorem says that, for “spherelike” polyhedra, the sum of the discrete curvatures is
2πχ(S2) = 2π · 2 = 720

◦
. Verify this for the cube. (Note: for the cube, the angle defect is smaller

than for the tetrahedron, and is not relevant for Wallpaper symmetries. A 3-fold gyration point has
discrete curvature greater than that of a tetrahedron corner.) This covers the case of orbifold signature
consisting of all blue numbers, i.e., when the orbifold is a cuspy sphere.

6. For running bond 2∗22, demote the leading blue 2 to two red 2’s (after the red ∗) by putting two
mirror lines through the 2-fold gyration point and adjusting the pattern, by breaking each brick into
two halves, getting a rectangular (not square) grid with signature ∗2222. (What is the signature
for a square grid? It has 4-fold kaleidoscope points.) This illustrates the scaling of costs between blue
and red numbers. Verify that a signature of the form (blue numbers)-star-(red numbers) has the same
cost as a signature of the form star-(red numbers), where, one at a time, a blue n is replaced by two
red n’s. Verify this demotion makes sense with 3− and 4− fold rotational symmetry. This covers the
case of blue numbers, one star, then red numbers.

7. A signature of ◦ has cost 2, and nothing else is allowed, so the sum is 2 if the signature contains a ◦.

8. We now consider demoting ◦ → ×× → ∗× → ∗∗ by relying more on reflections; that is, torus to Klein
bottle to Möbius band to cylinder. More generally, × can be replaced by ∗, getting a new, understood,
symmetry pattern with the same cost (as per the table) and the same Euler characteristic (which is
easy to check); we need to show that this demotion process is compatible with planar symmetries.
Thus we characterize ◦ and anything with × by comparing to related orbifold signatures with only ∗,
including 22× by comparing to 22∗. Here we illustrate only the demotion of a Möbius strip ∗× to a
cylinder ∗∗.
So take a ∗× pattern and make an orbifold by fan folding along the set of parallel mirror lines, then
rolling up with a twist, forming a Möbius strip. (Or start with a single tall and skinny b and form
a Möbius strip, then double or quadruple cover it to get the fan-folded version.) To demote, reflect
cells in alternating rows. Observe that we can no longer roll up with a twist, but that we now get two
different types of mirror lines, all parallel, where before there was just one type. E.g., the pattern on
the left

bdbdbdbd bdbdbdbd

dbdbdbdb bdbdbdbd

bdbdbdbd bdbdbdbd

dbdbdbdb bdbdbdbd

has ∗× orbifold and can be made into a Möbius strip. There is just one type of vertical mirror line
and parallel glide reflection (move up-down and then reflect across an up-down axis). Reflecting the
cells in alternate rows (or reflecting alternate cells after fan-folding) results in two different types of
vertical mirrors, right. The orbifold is a cylinder made from a tall and skinny b.

A Grids

Running bond and equilateral triangular grids follow.
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Running bond.
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B Orbifold reference

In the seven Frieze orbifolds, a black edge is a vertical edge of the universe; a red edge is a mirror edge. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frieze_group

∞∞ Cylinder with two black edges

∞× Möbius strip with black edge

∗∞∞ Square, with alternating red and black edges

22∞ Two 2-fold cone points and one black edge

∗22∞ Square with one black and three red edges

∞∗ Cylinder with one black and one red edge

2∗∞ Partial cone, whose boundary consists of two black edges and one red edge

Wallpaper reference. See http://wiki.inkscape.org/wiki/images/WallpaperTransformations.png
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Two thumbs up for symmetry!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

There is one more Frieze symmetry type. Sketch below before checking answer on next page.
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7.

C Some Wallpaper Orbifolds

The running bond, below. The red 2’s were reprinted after folding so that they remain visible, and the cone
point was made from a larger-scale single-ply copy.

The triangular grid ∗632:

The 2222 wrapped around a tetrahedron:

Underlined b and d on a cylinder and Möbius strip. The letters bleed through and the surface continues
through edges; alternatively, regard the edge(s) as reflecting and draw the letter once.
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D Vocabulary and Definitions

• A symmetry of the plane is a transformation that preserves distances.

• A symmetry of a planar pattern additionally preserves the pattern.

• Wallpaper symmetries have two independent translations x and y with minimum non-zero translation
distance. (By contrast, the set of rationals has no minimum translation distance.)

• A Frieze symmetry preserves distances (pointwise) and the midline of the Frieze (setwise).

• A fundamental domain for a set S of symmetries (here usually either the translations or all Wallpaper
symmetries) is a region of the plane that generates the entire pattern by repeated applications of
symmetries in S. There is more than one way to choose a fundamental domain. We (and most
applications) want them to be connected and have a smooth boundary. Here we can arrange that a
fundamental domain for translations is formed by orbiting a fundamental domain for all symmetries.

• A cross cap, cross handle, and Klein bottle are shown in Figure D. A Klein bottle may be formed by
making two holes in a sphere and attaching a cross handle. Alternatively, plug each hole with a cross
cap. A sphere with one hole and one cross cap is a Möbius band. Thus each × in an orbifold signature
corresponds to a cross cap, ×× is a Klein bottle, ∗× is a Möbius band, and ∗∗ is a cylinder.

Figure 1: From left, a cross cap, cross handle, and Klein bottle

E Major Missing Steps and Departure Points for Digressions

1. Any compact 2-manifold has a triangulation, a network of vertices, edges, and shrinkable triangular
faces. This is a deep theorem.

2. Changing a ∗ to a × in the orbifold signature amounts to plugging a hole with a cross-cap, a certain
2-manifold that can’t be realized in three dimensions without self-intersections. We won’t study these
here.

3. Any triangulatable 2-manifold can be gotten by starting with a sphere, attaching a finite number
of handles, a finite number of cross handles, creating a hole and plugging it with a cross cap. We
are interested in manifolds that may also have a boundary and cone points but have zero curvature
elsewhere (like a plane, cylinder, or cone). Everything below is relatively straightforward, and you
might try your hand at these.

4. Any triangulatable 2-manifold has Euler characteristic, the number of vertices minus edges plus
faces, that is invariant under choice of triangulation. (Proof: take the common refinement of two
triangulations. Do this!)
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5. The Möbius band, cylinder, Klein bottle, and torus each has Euler characteristic 0, a single planar
region has characteristic 1, and the sphere has characteristic 2. (Check these!)

6. An orbifold from Wallpaper symmetry is a quotient of the torus (by definition). That is, all Wallpaper
symmetry has two independent translations, so Wallpaper can be wrapped around a torus. Additional
symmetries in the original Wallpaper allow additional identifications on the torus.

7. No glide reflection crosses another glide reflection or a mirror line (or we’d have a rotation and we
could rewrite with one fewer glide reflection).

8. We can’t have three parallel mirror lines (or we’d have two independent translations in the direction
normal to the mirrors).

It follows that the possible signature types are: blue numbers, ∗-(red numbers), (blue numbers)-∗-(red
numbers), (blue numbers)-∗, (blue numbers)-×, ∗∗, ∗×,××, ◦.

9. For a parallel, optional, view, we need the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, which says that, on a surface S
with cusps and boundaries (and handles and twists), if we sum the curvature (properly interpreted as
angle defects, with the proper sign), we get 2πχ(S), where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic of S.

F More questions and activities, not on critical path

1. Show that planar symmetries are rotations, reflections, glide reflections, and translations.

2. When are two symmetry patterns “the same?” Certainly if they have exactly the same set of rotations,
reflections, etc. of the plane. Or they do up to scaling the whole plane. Or arbitrary translations.
Or...? Can you scale horizontally but not vertically? Does it depend on the scaling, or the symmetry
type? Think about square grids and rectangular grids (that are not square). Think about tori and
cylinders. And certainly two symmetry types are different if one has a 6-fold rotation and the other
doesn’t, or one has reflections and the other doesn’t. Formalize this.

3. Show that the collection of symmetries is not enough to specify the symmetry pattern, by finding two
different Frieze patterns that have exactly one translation and exactly one reflection. Do similar things
with Wallpaper.

4. Symmetries form a group under composition: There’s an identity, composition is associative, and there
are inverses. For some symmetry pattens, find a common name of a group (like Z) that describes the
way the symmetries combine.

5. Find two different Frieze patterns that each have group isomorphic to Z. So the group isomorphism
type doesn’t characterize the symmetry.

6. Find some symmetry patterns with abelian groups (xy = yx) and some with non-abelian group.

7. Find related symmetry types and express the relationship in terms of additional symmetries, identifi-
cation of points in space, and group/subgroup relationships. What happens if we include a reflection
in a symmetry type that previously had no reflections?

G Resources

• Conway’s orbifold notation is described (with pictures!) in The symmetries of things,
http://www.amazon.com/The-Symmetries-Things-John-Conway/dp/1568812205 The red/blue col-
ors and names like miracle path come from there.

• Perutz’s slide: https://www.ma.utexas.edu/smmg/archive/2012/Perutz/PerutzSlides.pdf
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• Take a class in algebraic topology to classify compact 2-manifolds.

• Take a class in combinatorics, graph theory, or differential geometry to see the Euler characteristic
(from different perspectives!).

• Take differential geometry to study curvature and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.

• Take modern algebra to study group theory to describe symmetries and their fixed points algebraically.

• Wallpaper and other symmetries arise in geometry, linear algebra and differential equations (an eigen-
vector is a sort of fixed point of a symmetry of a linear space) physics (at the scales of the cosmos,
everyday mechanics, crystallography, and elementary particles), and contribute to elegant proofs and
constructions in many areas of mathematics including, arguably, whenever we say “without loss of
generality, let x by positive.”
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